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- the list of the voice chat channels you're in will be displayed in the voice chat ui, so you can freely
enter another voice chat channel. - you can view the list of the voice chat channels you're in on the
bottom of the voice chat ui. - you can use the sticker ui feature on the voice chat ui. - the voice chat
channels that you are not in will be displayed with names that are clearly labeled as 'you're not in
this voice chat channel.' - the voice chat channel names on the list of the voice chat channels that

you are not in will be displayed so that you can see which voice chat channel you're not in. - you can
switch channels (guild / red battlefield - valencia street battle) or adjust detailed sound/voice settings
via the cogwheel-shaped button on the voice chat ui. - the family names or character names of other
adventurers in the same voice chat channel will momentarily be displayed when they talk when you
have voice chat on. you can adjust the sound settings for voice chat, such as the volume for voice
chat, sound settings, sound settings for voice chat, and sound settings for voice chat. it is the last

day of the 2021 winter season. - all season characters that have not been converted will be
automatically converted to normal characters. - adventurers who have not completed either [season

server graduation] at the crossroad or [season server graduation] into the big wide world will get
fughar's letter of encouragement and gift box full of memories in their mailbox (b). * the letter will be

deleted at 23: 59 on apr 29, 2022, so please read it before it gets deleted. - all season quests that
have not been completed have been deleted.- tuvala gear of the highest level per slot that hasn't

been converted after maintenance on march 30, 2022 (wed) will automatically be converted. - tuvala
enhancement materials, tuvala conversion stones, unconverted tuvala gear, and other seasonal
items will be deleted. please refer to the [notice] end of winter season for more details regarding

tuvala gear conversion and which items were deleted. with the end of the 2021 winter season, the
season servers have been changed into the new olvia servers.
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118. As the Church teaches in Pacem in Terris, "sin results in an immeasurable loss for humanity.
'Sin is a betrayal of the authentic good of the human person, a rejection of the truth about God and
of the true'self' of man. The purpose of the Lord's mercy toward man is to restore us, to reunite us
with the image of the Creator." The remedy is not simply a return to innocence in the past. On the

contrary, the cure of sin is a continuing work of salvation: "To be reconciled with God is 'to be
healed.' Jesus Christ is 'the remedy to our disease.' This healing is made possible by the sacrifice of
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Jesus, which is not a saving work in past time but a saving power which continues to renovate man's
free will, until he is wholly restored to God. The Church bears witness to this active work of God in
the redemption accomplished by Christ, beginning with the reconciliation of man to God. In order

that man may never cease to be reborn, she proclaims the Gospel anew every day. She is the
missionary in the world who brings the vision of God, the image of God, the reality of God to the

whole of humanity: a reality which continues to attract and continue to lose people, for a renewal of
man 'never ceases' because it is from the heart of God." Ages ago, when God scourged the world

with pain as a sign of the horrors of sin and the arrival of the kingdom of Heaven, his Son gave
himself as a ransom for many, who were being held as slaves and on account of their transgressions
of the law were under God's sentence of punishment and alienation from his love.[955]In the face of
the current moment of profound secularization and the the consequence of the loss of the consensus

of religious and other values, an awareness of the need to re-evaluate the cultural value of human
life, as well as of the integrity of the person, acquires a new significance. The teaching of the Church
on the value of the person is in conformity with the basic law of creation which reveals the greatness
of the creative act of the Creator for the realization of the true good: that of rediscovering authentic

human values, in particular the sacredness of life, and recovering its full meaning. In her social
doctrine the Church for her part keeps alive a living hope in the renewal of a culture of the heart

which can in turn make light of the ills and threats of the world and give assistance to the process of
conversion of which the current period shows so many signs. A culture based on truth, love, justice
and freedom, a culture which is in accord with the nature of the human person, an authentic culture

of dignity and of peace, is a prerequisite for advancing with certainty on the path of renewal of
society.If humanity today does not give witness to the value of the person, if it does not

acknowledge and respect the dignity of each human being and is ignorant of his or her divine origin,
it will not be able to claim the full fruit of the arrival of the kingdom of God.[915] 5ec8ef588b
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